Reel time

A Reel Time Cable
Solution
by Carol Everett Oliver, RCDD
Berk-Tek, a Nexans Company

A major contractor was challenged with providing a consistent structured cabling
layout for multiple applications and multiple networks. For this REEL TIME column,
we are presenting a real life installation scenario. The original system design, which
encompassed a fairly straight-forward 50-micron fiber backbone and Category 6
copper for the horizontal data, voice and video cable runs, quickly turned into a
mélange of applications and complex networks. Read how the installer was able to
readjust the infrastructure design to fit the customer’s needs.
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The fiber optic cable backbone for the corporate network was terminated into a separate Ortronics wall-mount fiber cabinet,
then patched to the Clarity 6 mini patch
panel for horizontal distribution.

Berk-Tek’s LANmark-1000 Category 6 cable,
terminated to Ortronics’ Clarity 6 48-port
patch panels for horizontal distribution
Color-coded blue cables denote
primary voice and data.
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The cable was

terminated to the workstation outlets, colorcoded to correspond with the blue and
white cables. The majority of desktop terminations are in cubicles or office furniture
utilizing a raceway configuration. However,
due to sloping of the property, cabling to
the first floor of Building B was a challenge
as it was constructed as a slab-on-grade.
“Instead of pulling cable through raceway

network, but is terminated into a separate
security command center For continuity
throughout the campus, Belway specified
four cable management racks, multiple
fiber enclosures, Category 6 patch panels,
vertical and horizontal wire management
for the entire security command center.
For connection to the cell tower, a
12-strand single-mode cable ran between
Buildings A to C and B to C. Six strands
of single-mode were then run to each riser
closet in the three floors of each building.
Wireless access points were cabled
to a wireless switch in each telecom room
through the Category 6 cabling.

The
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as yellow so that it would be highly visible in the ceiling and easy to distinguish
from the blue and white data/voice cable.
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From soup to nuts
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including the main telecom rooms and riser
closets, were outfitted with cable management racks to hold the termination equipment. All fiber optic cable was then terminated to rack-mount fiber cabinets with
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The Ortronics’ Clarity 6 TracJack workstation outlets were color-coded to correspond
with the color-coded patch cords and
applications delegated to the ports.

Reel time
Legrand enhanced Category 6 cabling

solution to the desk for high-speed data

and support for VoIP. This system includes
Berk-Tek’s LANmark-1000 Category 6

V.P., Ray Hart, Project Manager and Wendy

cable and Ortronics Mighty Mo racks and

Perry, RCDD.

Clarity 6 termination products. The back-

“When we first started the project, we

bone solution was a redundant NetClear

were handed a one-page sketch. From
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there it grew to a multiple page design/
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build document for the two complex net-

thru boxes were used in Building B for slab-
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on-grade.)

and standards, were were able to design
and install in five months, from start to
finish,” notes Perry.

“Because the pre-

mier financial firm had pre-selected global
structured cabling standards in place, the
selection of the components was not the
challenge as much as putting the building
blocks together,” states Perry.
(Editor’s Note: The selected horizontal,
warranted structured cabling solution is a
NetClear GT2, the Berk-Tek and Ortronics/
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